DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES, SOCIAL SCIENCES
AND CULTURAL INDUSTRIES
IN COLLABORATION WITH
CONSERVATORIO A. BOITO IN PARMA

FOUNDATION YEAR
Academic Year 2019-2020

PREPARATORY PROGRAMME FOR
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS WISHING TO
ENROLL ON AN ITALIAN UNIVERSITY OR AN
ITALIAN MUSIC ACADEMY

STUDENTS CAN CHOOSE BETWEEN TWO STUDY PROGRAMMES:

Core subjects (38 credits):
Italian language and culture
Preparatory course for the Italian language certificate at a B2 level
Intercultural communication

General programme (22 credits):
Courses in any academic field to help students choose the most appropriate degree course

Music programme (variable number of credits):
Music courses offered by Conservatorio A. Boito in Parma

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
Duration of the course: 10 months from September 2019 to June 2020. For students enrolled on some special courses offered by Conservatorio or wishing to take the entry exam at Conservatorio, the course could last until September 2020
Qualification: Secondary school leaving qualification with a full transcript of records, accompanied by a translation in Italian language officially legalized by the competent Italian Consulate in the country of residence, together with a corresponding Declaration of Value issued by the Italian authorities in the country, the educational system of the student’s school refers to
Number of students: 10 students minimum for the General programme or 13 students for the Music programme, 50 students maximum
Fees: General programme € 4,000; Music programme € 3,200. € 1,000 for (up to) 3 courses at Conservatorio to be added
Order of admission: chronological order upon payment
Registration deadline: 15 June 2019 at 23:59

CONTACTS
For further information, please email foundationyear@unipr.it or visit www.foundationyear.unipr.it